Would you like to learn a new magic trick each week?!
Signup for our FREE newsletter and get a new trick sent to your inbox every Saturday.!
http://magictricksforkids.org!

Ring Magic
!

Instructions

You will need:

• A ball point pen
• A lady’s ring
• Invisible thread
• A safety pin
• A small piece of sticky tape
• A pair of scissors

!

A few tips before you start:

Simple magic tricks like this mind blowing
ring magic trick are easy to learn and you
will be noticed as an outstanding magician.
This ring magic trick is super cool but a
really simple magic trick to learn and do.
Once you’ve mastered the technique of
making the ring move (seemingly with the
powers of your mind), work on your
presentation. This mystical magic trick is
enhanced with a really good performance.

!

Step 1:
Making your own invisible thread:

!
!

Click here to learn and you can learn how to
make the invisible thread you will need for
this simple magic trick.
This is the secret of how to do this ring
magic trick.
You can also buy your invisible thread and is
easy enough to find online. Simply search
the term ‘invisible thread’ and you’ll have
loads of places to choose from. You will need
to a bit patient when working with invisible
thread as it is hard to see being so fine (but
that is what you want remember!)

!
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Step 2:
The next few steps will show you how to make the “gimmick” of this ring magic trick.
You will need a pen and your invisible thread for the first step.
* For the purpose of the instructions, I have used black cotton thread so that you can see what to do with
your invisible thread.

!

Step 3:

Remove the ink chamber (also called the
‘reservoir’) from the plastic outside tube
(see the picture). Fasten one end of a
piece of invisible thread around the tip of
the pen, like shown in the picture.
Measure the thread to be long enough to
reach from your chest to your hand when holding the pen outstretched in front of you.
(About an arm’s length.)

!
Step 4:

Secure the thread around the tip of the pen with a small piece of
see through sticky tape. The less you use, the better as it will
stop the ink chamber from going back into the plastic tube. The
pen needs to look un-gimmicked. Push the ink chamber back into
the tube, now with the invisible thread tied around it.

!

Step 5:

Tie the other end of the piece
of invisible thread to a safety pin. Be patient with this
step. This is a simple magic trick to do, but takes time
to set up to be able to perform it.
You will use the pin to attached the thread
to your clothing. Make sure that the pin is
out of sight.

!
!
!

!

Step 6:

You are nearly ready to perform the ring magic
trick. Place the ring over the tip of the pen,
catching the thread as show in the picture.
Attach the thread to your clothes with the
safety pin. Make sure that it is hidden from
view. The thread now runs from the pen,
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through the ring to you.
Be careful with your movements as the tread might snap if it gets caught by accident.

!

Step 7:

You are ready to perform the ring magic trick.
By moving the pen closer and further away from yourself, the ring will move and slide up
and down the pen as if powered by your mind, even defying gravity!

!
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!
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Well done!

You have made and performed the ring magic trick!
Simple magic tricks like this are easy and fun to learn and make.
Amaze your friends with your magic skills.
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